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Summary 24 

 25 

There is significant interest in altering the course of cardiometabolic disease 26 

development via the gut microbiome. Nevertheless, the highly abundant phage 27 

members -which impact gut bacteria- of the complex gut ecosystem remain 28 

understudied.  Here, we characterized gut phageome changes associated with 29 

metabolic syndrome (MetS), a highly prevalent clinical condition preceding 30 

cardiometabolic disease. MetS gut phageome populations exhibited decreased 31 

richness and diversity, but larger inter-individual variation. These populations were 32 

enriched in phages infecting Bacteroidaceae and depleted in those infecting 33 
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Ruminococcaeae. Differential abundance analysis identified eighteen viral clusters 34 

(VCs) as significantly associated with either MetS or healthy phageomes. Among these 35 

are a MetS-associated Roseburia VC that is related to healthy control-associated 36 

Faecalibacterium and Oscillibacter VCs. Further analysis of these VCs revealed the 37 

Candidatus Heliusviridae, a highly widespread gut phage lineage found in 90+% of the 38 

participants. The identification of the temperate Ca. Heliusviridae provides a novel 39 

starting point to a better understanding of the effect that phages have on their bacterial 40 

hosts and the role that this plays in MetS. 41 

 42 

Introduction 43 

 44 

The human gut microbiome influences many (metabolic) processes, including 45 

digestion, the immune system1, and endocrine functions2. It is also involved in  46 

diseases such as type 2 diabetes3, fatty liver disease4 and inflammatory bowel 47 

disease5. Though studies of these gut microbiome effects on health and disease mostly 48 

focus on bacteria, increasing attention is devoted to bacteriophages (or phages).  49 

Phages are viruses that infect bacteria. By infecting bacteria, they can 50 

significantly alter gut bacterial communities, mainly by integrating into bacterial 51 

genomes as prophages (lysogeny) or killing bacteria (lysis). Such alterations to 52 

bacterial communities in turn affect the interactions between bacteria and host, making 53 

phages part of an interactive network with bacteria and hosts. For example, an 54 

increase in phage lytic action is linked to decreased bacterial diversity in inflammatory 55 

bowel disease6,7, prophage integration into Bacteroides vulgatus modifies bacterial bile 56 

acid metabolism8, and dietary fructose intake prompts prophages to lyse their bacterial 57 

hosts9.  58 

Gut virome alterations have been linked to several disease states like 59 

inflammatory bowel diseases6,7, malnutrition10, and type 2 diabetes11. But many such 60 

studies have not been able to identify specific viral lineages that are involved in such 61 

diseases, mainly due to the lack of viral marker genes12,13 and high phage diversity 62 

due to the rapid evolution14. Consequently, human gut phage studies are limited to 63 

relatively low taxonomic levels. While recent efforts uncovered viral families that are 64 

widespread in human populations, such as the crAss-like15,16 phages, these have not 65 

been successfully linked to disease states. In order to develop microbiome-targeted 66 
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interventions to benefit human health, it is pivotal to study such higher-level phage 67 

taxonomies in the gut among relevant cohorts. 68 

Here, we report on gut phageome alterations in metabolic syndrome (MetS)17 69 

among 196 people. MetS is a collection of clinical manifestations that affects about a 70 

quarter of the world population, and is a major global health concern because it can 71 

progress into cardiometabolic diseases like type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, 72 

and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease18,19. As gut bacteria are increasingly seen as 73 

contributing agents of MetS20–22, it stands to reason that the phages which infect these 74 

bacteria exhibit altered population compositions in MetS. For our analysis, we focused 75 

on dsDNA phages, which form a large majority of gut phages in particular and gut 76 

viruses in general14,23. We found MetS-connected decreases in phageome richness 77 

and diversity, which are correlated to bacterial population patterns. Such correlations 78 

extended to the relative abundance of phages and their particular bacterial hosts. We 79 

further identified eighteen viral clusters (VCs) that are significantly correlated with 80 

either MetS or healthy controls. We found that sequences contained in three of these 81 

VCs, one VC correlated with MetS and two VCs with controls, are related. These 82 

contain members of the Candidatus Heliusviridae, a previously unstudied lineage of 83 

temperate Clostridiales phages that is present in over 90% of the participants. 84 

Phylogenetic and taxonomic classification revealed at least six distinct Ca. 85 

Heliusviridae sub-groups, two of which are significantly more abundant in MetS. As the 86 

Ca. Heliusviridae include both phages which are associated with MetS and with healthy 87 

controls, this extremely widespread lineage is an interesting target for research into 88 

the human gut phageome. 89 

 90 

Results 91 

 92 

Metagenomic sequencing identifies high divergence in MetS phageomes  93 

 94 

We performed bulk metagenome sequencing on fecal samples of 97 MetS and 99 95 

healthy participants from the Healthy Life in an Urban Setting (HELIUS) cohort24, a 96 

large population study in Amsterdam, the Netherlands (Supplementary Table 1). This 97 

yielded an average of 42.1 ± 6.7 million reads per sample (median: 40.6 million reads). 98 

We assembled reads and selected 6,780,412 contigs longer than 1,500 bp or shorter 99 

but circular, among which we predicted phage sequences that we clustered at 95% 100 
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nucleotide identity. This produced a database of 25,893 non-redundant phage contigs, 101 

which we grouped by shared protein content25 into 2,866 viral clusters (VCs). These 102 

comprised 14,433 contigs, while the remainder were singletons too distinct to 103 

confidently cluster with other phage contigs. Treating such singletons as VCs with one 104 

member gave a final dataset of 14,325 VCs. 105 

 Analysis of the read depth per VC across participants (Supplementary Table 106 

2) underscored the extremely high inter-individual diversity in gut phageomes, as 8,799 107 

VCs (61.4% of total VCs) were specific to a single individual and 5,122 VCs (35.8% of 108 

total VCs) were found in two to twenty participants (i.e., fewer than 10% of participants, 109 

Supplementary Figure 1a). Due to being so common, these two sets of VCs also 110 

comprised a mean of 92.6 ± 4.4% (median: 93.5%) of phage relative abundance 111 

(Supplementary Figure 1b). The remaining 241 VCs (1.7%) were present in over 10% 112 

of participants and represented 7.4 ± 4.4% (median: 6.6%) of phage relative 113 

abundance. Of these, 27 (0.2%) were found in over 30% of participants and may be 114 

part of the core human gut phageome26.  115 

Next, we examined the relative abundance the of four VC sets (i.e., individual-116 

specific, present in ≤10, 10-30% and ≥30% of participants) in individual participants. 117 

For all four sets both the participant with the highest and lowest relative abundance of 118 

that VC set had MetS (Supplementary Figure 1c). This suggested greater β-diversity 119 

variation among MetS viromes than those in healthy controls, which we confirmed with 120 

a permutational analysis of multivariate dispersions (permdisp) on Bray-Curtis 121 

dissimilarities (p = 0.003, Supplementary Figure 1d). In conclusion, while we found 122 

high inter-individual diversity among phageomes in all participants, MetS phageomes 123 

exhibited greater β-diversity variation than controls. 124 

 125 

Gut phage and bacterial populations exhibit altered richness and diversity measures 126 

in MetS 127 

 128 

To gain a deeper understanding of MetS phageome community dynamics, we first 129 

examined total read fractions that mapped to VCs. This was significantly lower in MetS 130 

compared to controls, implying that MetS participants either had lower phage loads or 131 

had higher absolute bacterial abundance than controls, or both (Wilcoxon signed rank 132 

test, p = 0.013, Supplementary Figure 2a). This pattern extended to prophage-133 

carrying bacterial contigs, which likewise had lowered relative abundance among MetS 134 
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participant than controls (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 1.4 x 10-4, Supplementary 135 

Figure 2b). This notably reflects a decrease in relative abundance of prophage-136 

containing bacteria, not a decrease in that of temperate phages, as the relative 137 

abundances of VCs that encode the integrases used in prophage formation were 138 

unaltered (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.47, Supplementary Figure 2c). We 139 

hypothesize that prophage formation rates among MetS phageomes decrease and that 140 

phages possibly more commonly utilize the lytic phage life cycle. Furthermore, 141 

combined relative abundance of temperate VCs was a mean 34.8 ± 11.3% total phage 142 

relative abundance (median: 32.7%). Thus, while our bulk sequencing approach might 143 

be expected to bias in favor of prophages, the majority of phage relative abundance 144 

was composed of non-temperate phages. 145 

 For further analysis of phage communities, we examined phageome richness 146 

and diversity. We determined phage richness by measuring the number of VCs that 147 

were present (i.e., had a relative abundance above 0) in each participant, using a 148 

horizontal coverage cutoff of 75%27. This showed that besides lower total phage 149 

relative abundance, MetS phageomes also had lower phage richness than controls, 150 

but equal evenness (Wilcoxon signed rank test, richness p = 8.7 x 10-8, Pielou 151 

evenness p = 0.79, Figure 1a and b). Nevertheless, due to the strong differences in 152 

species richness, phage α-diversity was significantly decreased among MetS 153 

participants (Shannon H’ p = 1.3 x 10-3, Figure 1c). This suggested that MetS gut 154 

phageomes are distinct from healthy communities. Indeed, MetS and control 155 

phageomes displayed significant separation when assessed by principal covariate 156 

analyses (PCoA) of β-diversity based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarities (permanova p = 157 

0.001, Figure 2d).  158 

 Because phages are obligate parasites of bacteria, we also studied bacterial 159 

16s rRNA amplicon sequencing data. This showed that MetS phageomes mirror 160 

bacterial communities in species richness and α-diversity, but not evenness, which 161 

was significantly lowered in MetS bacterial populations (Wilcoxon signed rank test, 162 

Chao1 richness p = 9.1 x 10-4, Shannon H’ p = 1.5 x 10-15, Pielou evenness p =1.8 x 163 

10-14, Supplementary Figure 3a-c). Additionally, bacterial communities separated in 164 

PCoA analysis in similar fashion to phageomes (permanova p = 0.001 for both bacteria 165 

and phages, Supplementary Figure 3d). Population-level phageome changes in 166 

MetS are thus directly related to a depletion of host bacteria populations, an assertion 167 

strengthened by significant direct correlations between phage and bacterial 168 
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communities in richness (Spearman ρ = 0.42, p = 1.3 x 10-9, Figure 2a), evenness 169 

(Spearman ρ = 0.24, p = 5.7 x 10-4, Figure 2b).  170 

 As the bacterial and phage populations did not equally decrease in richness and 171 

evenness, they also did not equally correlate with MetS clinical parameters. Rather, 172 

phage richness was significantly negatively correlated with obesity, blood glucose 173 

levels, blood pressure, and triglyceride concentrations but bacterial richness was not 174 

(p < 0.05, Figure 2c). Bacterial evenness, meanwhile, did significantly negatively 175 

correlate with these clinical parameters while phage evenness did not (p < 0.05, Figure 176 

2d). Increasingly severe MetS phenotypes thus result in stronger decreases in 177 

bacterial evenness than richness, while phage populations exhibit stronger decreases 178 

in richness than evenness. The decreasing bacterial evenness could be caused by 179 

depletion of certain bacterial species in MetS, which results in the viruses infecting 180 

these depleted bacteria to become undetectable, thereby decreasing richness more 181 

than evenness. Otherwise, the success of certain bacterial species could also 182 

decrease evenness. In the process this could obfuscate rare phage species, which 183 

could cause the decreased phage richness. Combined with the results showing MetS-184 

associated reduction in total phage abundance but no increase in lysogeny 185 

(Supplementary Figure 2), our findings indicate that certain phages are either 186 

completely removed from the gut or become too rare to detect in MetS. 187 

 188 

Phages infecting select bacterial families are more abundant in MetS phageomes 189 

 190 

We next studied individual bacterial lineages and the phages that infect them. To do 191 

this, we linked viral contigs to bacterial hosts by determining CRISPR protospacer 192 

alignments, taxonomies of prophage-containing bacterial sequences, and hosts of 193 

previously isolated phages co-clustered in VCs  (see methods for details). We found 194 

2,621 host predictions between 2,575 VCs (18% of all VCs) and eleven bacterial phyla, 195 

most commonly Firmicutes (2,067 VCs) and Bacteroidetes (234 VCs, Supplementary 196 

Table 3). We also identified 43 VCs with multi-phyla host range predictions, similar to 197 

previous works28. 198 

To increase statistical accuracy, we selected 1,744 host predictions between 199 

1,514 VCs (10.6% of all VCs) and the twelve most commonly occurring host families. 200 

We then performed an analysis of compositions of microbiomes with bias correction 201 

(ANCOM-BC)29, which showed higher relative abundances in controls for 202 
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Ruminococcaceae VCs (q = 9.1 x 10-3), and in MetS for Bacteroidaceae VCs (q = 2.2 203 

x 10-4), plus marginally for Acidaminococcaceae and Tannerellaceae VCs (q = 0.04, 204 

Figure 3a). ANCOM-BC on 16s rRNA gene sequencing data found that multiple 205 

Ruminococcaeae ASVs were significantly differentially abundant in controls 206 

(Supplementary Figure 5). Of Ruminococcaceae VCs with host predictions at the 207 

species level, those linked to Faecalibacterium sp. CAG:74, Ruthenibacterium 208 

lactatiformans, and Subdoligranulum sp. APC924/74 had higher relative abundance in 209 

controls (Wilcoxon signed rank test with Benjamini and Hochberg adjustment, q ≤ 0.05, 210 

Figure 3b). These results are congruent with Ruminococcaeae being commonly linked 211 

to healthy gut microbiomes3,30,31.  212 

ANCOM-BC on 16s rRNA sequencing data identified Bacteroidaceae bacteria 213 

as significantly differentially abundant among MetS participants (q = 1.03 x 10-13). 214 

Since some widespread crAss-like gut phages infect Bacteroidaceae hosts32,33, we 215 

ascertained whether this phage family was more abundant among MetS participants. 216 

We did not find significant relations between crAss-like phage VC relative abundance 217 

and MetS (Supplementary Figure 4a), although VCs containing such phages were 218 

present more often among control (70/99) than MetS (57/97) participants (Fisher’s 219 

exact test, p = 0.1, Supplementary Figure 4b). Next to being absent more often, the 220 

participant with the highest relative abundance of crAss-like phage VCs belonged to 221 

the MetS group (17.2% of total phage relative abundance, Supplementary Figure 4a), 222 

which was indicative of greater variation in crAss-like phage relative abundance among 223 

MetS (mean 1.29±2.62%) than controls (mean 0.830±1.44%). MetS-associated 224 

alterations to crAss-like phage composition may thus occur at an individual level. 225 

 226 

Bacteroidaceae VCs are markers of the MetS phageome 227 

 228 

The above results all indicate that MetS gut phageomes are distinct from those in 229 

healthy individuals. In light of this, we surveyed our cohort for individual VCs that were 230 

correlated with either MetS or healthy control phageomes. ANCOM-BC uncovered 231 

thirty-nine VCs that were more abundant in MetS participants, and eight more in 232 

controls (q ≤ 0.05, Figure 4a).  233 

In line with the above findings that Bacteroidaceae VCs are hallmarks of the 234 

MetS phageome, three MetS-associated VCs infected Bacteroides bacteria. The first 235 

(VC_1180_0) contained a non-prophage contig (i.e., no detected bacterial 236 
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contamination) of 34,170 bp with a checkV34 completion score of 100%. It further co-237 

clustered with a contig that checkV identified as a complete prophage flanked by 238 

bacterial genes. Analysis with the contig annotation tool (CAT35) identified this contig 239 

as Bacteroides fragilis. Additionally, the most complete VC_1180_0 contig shared 6/69 240 

(8.7%) ORFs with Bacteroides uniformis Siphoviridae phage Bacuni_F136 (BLASTp 241 

bit-score ≥ 50). The second MetS-associated Bacteroides VC (VC_786_0) contained 242 

one contig with CRISPR spacer hits to Bacteroides. Its most complete contig had a 243 

CheckV completeness score of 98.94% and was classified by the contig annotation 244 

tool (CAT35) as Phocaeicola vulgatus (formerly Bacteroides vulgatus37). This near-245 

complete contig furthermore shares 11/77 ORFs (14.3%) with Riemerella Siphoviridae 246 

phage RAP44 (BLASTp bit scores >50). This last finding was notable because the third 247 

and final MetS-associated Bacteroides VC (VC_775_1) also contained a near-248 

complete genome (CheckV: 90.32% complete) that shared 16/81 ORFs (19.8%) with 249 

RAP44. Comparison of the most complete VC_786_0 and VC_775_1 contigs indicated 250 

that they share nine ORFs, revealing that they are part of an extended family of 251 

Bacteroidetes Siphoviridae phages of which members are hallmarks of MetS. 252 

 253 

A widespread phage family contains markers for healthy and MetS phageomes 254 

 255 

Besides the above-mentioned Bacteroidaceae VCs, all other differentially abundant 256 

VCs with host links, two MetS- and four control-associated, infected Firmicutes, 257 

particularly in the Clostridiales order. The sole exception to this (VC_745_0) 258 

remarkably had CRISPR protospacer matches to Firmicutes bacteria Faecalibacterium 259 

sp. CAG: 74_58_120 and Ruthenibacterium lactatiformans, as well as to 260 

Actinobacteria bacterium Parascardovia denticolens. As this VC included genome 261 

fragments with simultaneous CRISPR protospacer hits to both phyla, VC_745_0 262 

seemingly contains phages with an extraordinarily broad host range.  263 

Besides this broad host range VC, our attention was drawn to the two MetS-264 

associated Clostridiales VCs. Both were predicted to infect hosts that are usually 265 

associated with healthy gut microbiomes: Roseburia3 for VC_659_0, and 266 

Oscillospiraceae38 and Faecalibacterium prausnitzii39 for VC_1040_0. Further 267 

examination of their largest genomes revealed that MetS-associated VC_659_0 was 268 

remarkably similar to two VCs that were significantly associated with healthy controls: 269 
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the above-mentioned broad host-range VC_745_0 and the less broad host-range 270 

Oscillibacter/Ruminococcaceae VC_643_0 (Figure 4b).  271 

Intrigued by this apparent relatedness of VCs that included markers of MetS and 272 

healthy controls among our cohort, we sought to identify additional related sequences 273 

among our cohort. For this we first determined the exact length of VC_659_0 genomes 274 

by analyzing read coverage plots of a prophage flanked by bacterial genes (Figure 275 

4b). By analyzing coverage of the contig in subjects where bacterial genes were highly 276 

abundant but viral genes were absent, we extracted a genome of 68,665 bp long. 277 

Homology searches of all 74 ORFs encoded by this prophage against all ORFs from 278 

all phage contigs in the cohort identified 249 contigs of over 30,000 bp that all shared 279 

nine genes (BLASTp bit score ≥ 50, Figure 4b). Additionally, we identified 51 280 

Siphoviridae phage genomes in the National Center for Biotechnology Information 281 

(NCBI) nucleotide database that also shared these nine genes. With one exception, 282 

these were Streptococcus phages, the exception being Erysipelothrix phage phi1605.  283 

The genes shared by all these phage genomes formed three categories. First 284 

are genes encoding structural functions: a major capsid protein, portal protein, CLP-285 

like prohead maturation protease, and terminase. The second group are transcription-286 

related genes encoding a DNA polymerase I, probable helicase, and nuclease. Finally, 287 

there are two genes that encode domains of unknown function, but which given their 288 

adjacency to the second group are likely transcription-related.  289 

Earlier studies have used a cutoff of 10% gene similarity for phages that are in 290 

the same families, 20% for sub-families, and 40% for genera40,41. The nine shared 291 

genes form 10-25% of ORFs found on both the characterized phages and non-provirus 292 

contigs with checkV ‘high-quality’ designations. Thus, these phages form a family, 293 

which we dubbed the Candidatus Heliusviridae. Next, we further studied the Ca. 294 

Heliusviridae interrelatedness by calculating the pairwise percentages of shared 295 

protein clusters and hierarchically clustering the results (Figure 5a. This showed that 296 

the Ca. Heliusviridae form six groups, which we designated as Ca. Heliusviridae group 297 

alpha, beta, gamma, delta, epsilon, and zeta Heliusvirinae. A concatenated 298 

phylogenetic tree made from alignments of nine conserved Ca. Heliusviridae genes 299 

largely confirmed the hierarchical clustering (Supplementary Figure 6). 300 

The Ca. Heliusviridae group alpha solely contained previously isolated 301 

Streptococcus phages, which both in the hierarchical clustering and the phylogenetic 302 

tree were distinct from the other genomes. Meanwhile, all three VCs that were 303 
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significantly associated with either MetS or healthy controls where part of the Ca. 304 

Heliusviridae group zeta, by far the largest and most diverse group. Two of these, 305 

VC_659_0 and VC_745_0, formed distinct sub-clades in both hierarchical clustering 306 

and phylogenetic tree, while VC_643_0 conversely was spread out over multiple 307 

clades.  308 

The Ca. Heliusviridae were present in 181 participants (92.3%), 94 controls and 309 

87 MetS participants (Figure 5b). We also tested this finding in two cohorts in which 310 

the gut phageome was studied earlier, in the context of hypertension42 and type 2 311 

diabetes11. To allow for incomplete assemblies, we searched for contigs in these two 312 

cohorts that contain the four conserved Ca. Heliusviridae structural genes. A 313 

phylogenetic tree containing concatenated alignments of the structural genes clearly 314 

showed that both validation cohorts contained sequences from all Ca. Heliusviridae 315 

groups (Supplementary Figure 7). Only a small minority of 47 sequences, largely 316 

from the hypertension cohort, formed a separate and distant clade of which the relation 317 

to the remainder of Ca. Heliusviridae is unclear. Among the two cohorts, Ca. 318 

Heliusviridae were present in 140/196 (71.4%, hypertension) and 112/145 (77.2%, 319 

T2D) participants. Finally, as this study and the two validation cohorts all utilized whole 320 

genome shotgun sequencing, the phages identified here might be inactive prophages. 321 

Thus, we used datasets of fecal virus-like particle (VLP) sequencing from ten people 322 

that were published earlier43. Cross-assembly of the ten VLP sequence datasets 323 

identified one contig of 43,244 bp (70.68% checkV completeness) and eight contig 324 

fragments that contained four or more conserved Ca. Heliusviridae genes. Thus, 325 

phages in this family are also found in VLP fractions, implying that they are inducible. 326 

 Of the Heliusviridae groups, the zeta was by far the most abundant, being 327 

present in 88 controls and 72 MetS participants. This meant healthy control 328 

phageomes were significantly more likely to contain Heliusviridae group zeta (Fisher 329 

exact test, p = 0.0096), though they were not significantly more abundant. Of the other 330 

candidate sub-families, the groups delta and epsilon were in significantly higher 331 

relative abundance (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.0043 and 0.0063, respectively) 332 

among MetS participants. The Ca. Heliusviridae group delta infects Lachnospiraceae, 333 

in particular Butyrivibrio sp. CAG:318 and Lachnoclostridium sp. An181. Meanwhile, 334 

the Heliusviridae group epsilon were distinct among the Heliusviridae in that they infect 335 

Negativicutes rather than Clostridia, specifically Acidominacoccus and several other 336 

genera in the Veillonellaceae (Supplementary Table 3). These results, combined with 337 
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the fact that group zeta VC_659_0 is strongly correlated with MetS (Figure 4a), show 338 

that Ca. Heliusviridae are part of the core human gut phageome, where they may affect 339 

intricate relations with human health.  340 

 341 

MetS-associated group zeta Ca. Heliusviridae prophages encode possible metabolic 342 

genes 343 

 344 

The Ca. Heliusviridae are generally linked to bacteria that are associated with healthy 345 

human gut microbiomes. Therefore, it is an apparent contradiction that MetS-346 

associated Ca. Heliusviridae group zeta VC_659_0 infected Roseburia, a short chain 347 

fatty acids producer that is often abundant in healthy microbiomes44. Due to this 348 

contradiction, we explored this VC further. It contained two additional prophages, which 349 

where both incomplete (Figure 6a). Whole genome alignment showed that all three 350 

prophages shared their phage genes, and that the two incomplete ones also shared 351 

host-derived genes. This indicated that the incomplete prophages integrated into highly 352 

similar host bacteria which were distinct from Roseburia. To confirm this, we performed 353 

homology searches of the bacterial host ORFs found on these contigs against the 354 

NCBI nr database (BLASTp, bit-score ≥50). In both incomplete prophages, the majority 355 

of ORFs had Blautia as their top hit, which for a plurality of ORFs involved Blautia 356 

wexlerae (Figure 6a). VC_659_0 thus contains MetS-associated phages that integrate 357 

into at least two genera (Roseburia and Blautia) within the Lachnospiraceae. 358 

 To examine if the hosts infected by VC_659_0 were more abundant in MetS 359 

participants, we determined mean coverage of bacterial genes found adjacent to the 360 

prophages. We thus assured that we analyzed the particular host strains infected by 361 

these phages, rather than unrelated strains in the same genera. This showed that both 362 

the Blautia and the Roseburia host genes were more abundant among MetS 363 

participants (Wilcoxon signed rank test, Blautia p = 5.1 x 10-4, Roseburia p = 0.042, 364 

Figure 6b and c). The specific Lachnospiraceae strains infected by VC_659_0 phages 365 

thus seem to thrive in MetS microbiomes. This could in part be due to functions 366 

conferred upon these bacteria by these prophages, as particularly the Roseburia 367 

prophage which carried several virulence and metabolism-related genes, including 368 

ones encoding a chloramphenicol acetyltransferase 3 (2.3.1.28), 369 

Glyoxalase/Bleomycin resistance protein (IPR004360), multi antimicrobial extrusion 370 

protein (IPR002528), 2-succinyl-6-hydroxy-2,4-cyclohexadiene-1-carboxylate 371 
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synthase (4.2.99.20), and NADPH-dependent FMN reductase (PF03358). The latter 372 

two in particular are both associated with vitamin K (menaquinone) metabolism, which 373 

is part of (an)aerobic respiration in bacteria45. We speculate that this opens up the 374 

possibility that this Roseburia prophage aids its host bacterium, which in turn may 375 

contribute to MetS phenotypes. 376 

 377 

Discussion 378 

 379 

This is the first study of the gut phages in the context of MetS, a widespread global 380 

health concern to which the gut bacteria targeted by phages are believed to be a main 381 

contributor18. We have shown that MetS is associated with decreases in gut phageome 382 

total relative abundance and richness, but no change in evenness. Due to their 383 

compositional nature, these phageome alterations could be bacterially driven, as 384 

phage total relative abundance decreases could be caused by bacterial counts 385 

increasing rather than phage counts decreasing. But since we measured decreased 386 

bacterial richness and evenness, MetS gut metagenomes would need to have larger 387 

numbers of bacterial cells that are distributed among fewer strains that are more 388 

unevenly divided than in healthy individuals. Conversely, total phage relative 389 

abundances could be lower in MetS due to lower viral loads, which would be in line 390 

with decreased phage richness and is in agreement with recently reported direct 391 

correlations between gut viral and bacterial populations in healthy individuals46. Future 392 

confirmation of this would necessitate counts of viable bacterial cells and VLP. In either 393 

case, we surmise that the main driver of these effects is diet, which affects bacterial47–394 

49 as well as viral50 populations. It is also possible that phage populations as described 395 

here may further exacerbate bacterial diversity losses, as low phage abundance may 396 

decrease their positive effects on bacterial diversity51,52.  397 

 One aspect in which our study separated itself from some other gut virome 398 

studies was its usage of whole genome rather than VLP sequencing. We believe our 399 

approach has its advantages, such as a lack of pre-sequencing amplification and the 400 

biases this introduces, and a greater emphasis on the prophage community significant 401 

to functioning of both bacterial and phage communities in the gut8,9,12,53. It must 402 

nevertheless be noted that our sequencing approach may underestimate the virulent 403 

proportion of the human gut phageome, likewise to VLP sequencing approaches 404 

probably underestimating gut prophage communities. Indeed, analysis of both VLP 405 
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and bulk communities is likely needed to gain a full reckoning of human gut 406 

phageomes14. This approach could furthermore distinguish between inducible and 407 

defective prophages54, which we were unable to do. 408 

 Like other studies, we found highly individual-specific26,43 human gut 409 

phageomes in which singular widespread phage VCs are rare14,15. Despite the 410 

universally high inter-individual phageome diversity, we found larger within-group 411 

variation among MetS phageomes than healthy controls. This is consistent with the 412 

Anna Karenina principle (AKP), which holds that “all healthy microbiomes are similar; 413 

each dysbiotic microbiome is dysbiotic in its own way”55. Such AKP-dynamics mirror 414 

previous findings of obesity-related alterations in the gut bacterial populations56. 415 

Particularly, we hypothesize that stressors inherent to MetS perturb gut bacterial 416 

populations in a stochastic fashion, the effects of which reverberate to the phage 417 

populations and result in their increased within-group variation. 418 

 We further found strong negative correlations between the risk factors that 419 

constitute MetS and phage richness but not evenness. This likely results from the 420 

whole-genome sequencing approach that we took, which better captures intracellular 421 

phages (e.g., actively replicating or integrated prophages) than extracellular phages14. 422 

The phage VC richness that we report here thus represents phages that are actively 423 

engaging with their hosts or are highly abundant extracellularly. As phages that target 424 

depleted bacteria are more likely to be low in abundance and extracellular, our 425 

approach does not capture them. Thus, the apparent species richness drops because 426 

low abundant extracellular phages are below the detection limit of our sequencing 427 

approach. This removal of rare phages in turn prohibits significant drops in species 428 

evenness in MetS. It could also be that bacteria depleted in MetS reside in phage-429 

inaccessible locales within the gut57, which perhaps results in removal of the 430 

corresponding phages from the gut to below detectable levels. This would explain the 431 

stronger correlation between bacterial evenness than richness to MetS risk factors.  432 

As most (gut) phages remain unstudied14,58, it is often difficult to link phages to 433 

host bacteria59. Here, we linked roughly one tenth of all VCs to a bacterial host. The 434 

remaining majority of VCs likely represent phages that infect bacterial lineages lacking 435 

CRISPR systems60, are exclusively lytic, or that integrate into hosts which we could 436 

not taxonomically classify. Whichever is the case, our study underscores the great 437 

need for methods that link phages to hosts with high accuracy61,62. From the phage-438 

host linkages that we obtained, we found that VCs containing phages infecting specific 439 
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bacterial families tend to be either depleted (Bifidobacteriaceae, Ruminococcaeae, and 440 

Oscillospiraceae) or enriched (Bacteroidaceae) in tandem to their hosts. For the 441 

Bifidobacteriaceae and Oscillospiracaeae, this is in line with established studies that 442 

show depletion of these families in MetS3 and MetS-associated disease states30,38.  443 

For Ruminococcaceae bacteria, associations with MetS and MetS-related 444 

diseases are less clear, with reports of both positive3,31 or negative39,63 associations. 445 

The specific Ruminococcaceae of which we link the phage-containing VCs to healthy 446 

controls, most notably Faecalibacterium prausnitzii and Ruthenibacterium 447 

lactatiformans, are both considered hallmarks of healthy human gut microbiomes3,30,39. 448 

Interestingly, we also succeeded in linking specific viral clusters that infect 449 

Faecalibacterium to both healthy controls (VC_745_0) and MetS participant groups 450 

(VC_1040_0). This contradiction may indicate that infections of Faecalibacteria could 451 

result in differing outcomes for the bacterium depending on the phage species. As both 452 

VCs contain sequences with integrase-like genes, they contain temperate phages. It 453 

could be that VC_745_0 prophages augment Faecalibacterium growth, as prophages 454 

are known to do64. Meanwhile VC_1040_0 prophages could be detrimental to the same 455 

bacteria, for example by becoming lytic in the presence of MetS-associated dietary 456 

components, likewise to Lactobacillus reuteri prophages lysing their hosts in the 457 

presence of dietary fructose9. Such behavior can lead to the collapse of the bacterial 458 

population44, and may thereby be a contributing factor to depletion of Faecalibacterium 459 

in MetS. 460 

As mentioned, the Bacteroidaceae were the only bacterial family that are 461 

infected by phages of which the VCs were significantly more abundant among MetS 462 

participants. Concordantly, we found several individual Bacteroides VCs that were 463 

MetS-associated. The Bacteroides are often positively associated with high-fat and 464 

high-protein diets65,66. Simultaneously, however, reports disagree on individual 465 

Bacteroides species and their associations with MetS-related diseases like obesity, 466 

type 2 diabetes, and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease30. Such conflicting reports likely 467 

reflect the large diversity in metabolic effects at strain level among these bacteria67. 468 

Based on our results, we drew two conclusions. First, that Bacteroidaceae-linked VCs 469 

mirror their hosts in MetS-associated relative abundance increase, and second that 470 

Bacteroidaceae-linked VCs are of significant interest to studies of the MetS 471 

microbiome. The latter conclusion is strengthened by findings that Bacteroides 472 

prophages can alter bacterial metabolism in the gut8. 473 
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While Bacteroidaceae VCs at large were thus seemingly associated with MetS 474 

phenotypes, we uncovered larger variation of crAss-like phage-containing VC 475 

abundance, which suggest at individual-specific alterations to this gut phage family 476 

among MetS phageomes. This widespread and often abundant human gut phage 477 

family infects Bacteroidetes, including members of the Bacteroidaceae68,69. As these 478 

phages are commonly linked to healthy gut microbiomes41,69,70, it is conceivable that 479 

they would be negatively correlated with MetS phageomes. That this is not the case 480 

among the entire cohort is likely due to the great variety within this family69, and 481 

perhaps additionally to the hypothesized aptitude of crAss-like phages for host 482 

switching through genomic recombination69.  483 

 484 

Finally, our study revealed the Candidatus Heliusviridae, a highly widespread 485 

family of gut phages that largely infect Clostridiales hosts. This prospective family is 486 

also expansive, and includes at least six distinct candidate subfamilies. Our uncovering 487 

of this novel human gut phage family underscores the usefulness of database-488 

independent de novo sequence analyses25,27,71, as well as the need for a wider view 489 

on viral taxonomy than has presently been exhibited in the field of gut viromics.  490 

The Ca. Heliusviridae are of particular interest to studies of MetS and related 491 

illnesses because its member phages include some associated with MetS and others 492 

with healthy controls. Most striking is the fact that most of the bacteria infected by 493 

MetS-associated Ca. Heliusviridae, are generally producers of short chain fatty acids 494 

(SCFA) such as butyrate and commonly depleted in MetS30. Such SCFA-producing 495 

bacteria are commonly positively associated with healthy microbiomes, as SCFAs that 496 

result from microbial digestion of dietary fibers have a role in the regulation of 497 

satiation72,73. The exception to this are the Veillonellaceae that are infected by the 498 

Heliusviridae group epsilon, which are found at elevated abundance in non-alcoholic 499 

fatty liver disease30. While higher abundance of some of the other butyrate-producers 500 

infected by Ca. Heliusviridae is associated with metformin use74, this is used to treat 501 

type 2 diabetes rather than MetS.  502 

Particularly interesting are the Roseburia/Blautia phages in VC_659_0, which 503 

was the most strongly correlated with MetS out of all VCs. The positive correlation 504 

between the relative abundance of these phages and that of their hosts indicates that 505 

they have a stable relation with their hosts in the MetS microbiome. This is to be 506 

expected, as large-scale prophage induction is generally associated with sudden 507 
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alterations to the microbiome, such as the addition of a specific food supplement that 508 

acts as an inducer of prophages9. Such sudden alterations in phage behavior are 509 

unlikely to be captured in large cohorts with single measurements. In fact, as phages 510 

are strongly dependent on their host, one might expect the abundance of many gut 511 

phages to be positively correlated to that of their particular hosts under the relatively 512 

temporally stable conditions of MetS. The strong correlation of VC_659_0 to MetS 513 

phenotypes, coupled to the commonly found correlation to healthy microbiomes of 514 

VC_659_0 host bacteria, and the presence of potential auxiliary metabolic genes in 515 

VC_659_0 phage sequences combined introduce the possibility that prophage 516 

formation of these Ca. Heliusviridae phages alters the metabolic behavior of their host 517 

bacteria, as is known to happen in marine environments75,76. This could make these 518 

bacteria detrimental to health. Proving this hypothesis necessitates future isolation of 519 

VC_659_0 phages.  520 

Despite efforts to catalog the human gut phageome14,28, taxonomically higher 521 

structures are still largely absent. This study shows the worth of analyzing phages at 522 

higher taxonomic levels than genomes or VCs, similarly to what has been shown in 523 

recent years regarding the crAss-like phage family15,16. Unlike the crAss-like phage 524 

family, however, the Ca. Heliusviridae seem to be strongly correlated with human 525 

health. We hope that further research will provide a deeper understanding of the effect 526 

that these phages have on their bacterial hosts and the role that this plays in MetS, as 527 

well as a refinement of their taxonomy.  528 
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 559 

Methods 560 

 561 

Sequencing and contig assembly 562 

 563 

The Healthy Life in an Urban Setting (HELIUS) cohort includes some 25,000 ethnically 564 

diverse participants from Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The cohort details were 565 

published previously77. The HELIUS cohort conformed to all relevant ethical 566 

considerations. It complied with the Declaration of Helsinki (6th, 7th revisions), and was 567 

approved by the Amsterdam University Medical Centers Medical Ethics Committee. 568 

For details on stool sample collection from among the participants, their storage, and 569 

DNA extraction, see Deschasaux, et al24. In summary, participants were asked to 570 

deliver stool samples to the research location within 6 hours after collection with pre-571 

provided kit consisting of a stool collection tube and safety bag. If not possible, they 572 

were instructed to store their sample in a freezer overnight. Samples were stored at 573 

the study visit location at -20oC until daily transportation to a central -80oC freezer. 574 
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Total genomic DNA was extracted using a repeated bead beating method described 575 

previously24,78. Libraries for shotgun metagenomic sequencing were prepared using a 576 

PCR-free method at Novogene (Nanjing, China) on a HiSeq instrument (Illumina Inc. 577 

San Diego, CA, USA) with 150 bp paired-end reads and 6 Gb data/sample. All 578 

bioinformatics software was run using standard settings, unless otherwise stated. All 579 

sequencing reads are available at the European Nucleotide Archive under project 580 

PRJEB42542. Samples have accession numbers ERS5585222-ERS5585321, all 581 

phage contigs are under accession number ERZ1762427. 582 

 Following previously set definitions79, participants were classified in the 583 

MetS group if three of the following five health issues occurred: abdominal obesity 584 

measured by waist circumference, insulin resistance measured by elevated fasting 585 

blood glucose, hypertriglyceridemia, low serum high-density lipoprotein (HDL), and 586 

high blood pressure79. All participants of the HELIUS cohort reside in Amsterdam, the 587 

Netherlands. Participants were roughly evenly divided by ethnicity, with European 588 

Dutch comprising 49 controls and 49 MetS participants, and African Surinamese 50 589 

controls and 49 MetS participants. The MetS group contained 55 women and had a 590 

median age of 58 (mean 56.8±8.09), and the controls 71 and had a median age of 50 591 

(mean 49.1±12). Of the 196 participants, 26 used metformin, of whom 2 were controls 592 

who did not concur to the MetS criteria. Analysis of sequencing output started with 593 

assembly of the sequencing reads per sample (i.e., 196 individual assemblies) into 594 

contigs using the metaSPAdes v3.14.1 software80. For each sample, we selected 595 

contigs of more than 5,000 bp for further analysis. In addition, among contigs between 596 

1,500 and 5,000 bp we identified circular contigs by checking for identical terminal ends 597 

using a custom R script that employed the Biostrings R package v3.1281. All 6,780,412 598 

circular contigs and contigs over 5,000 bp were then pooled before phage sequence 599 

prediction. 600 

 601 

Phage and bacterial sequence selection 602 

 603 

We predicted phage sequences as described previously82. In short, we first analyzed 604 

contigs using VirSorter v1.0.683 and selected those in category 1, 2, 4, and 5. In 605 

parallel, contigs were analyzed using VirFinder v1.1, after which we selected those 606 

with a score above 0.9 and a p-value below 0.05. We additionally classified contigs as 607 

phage if (I) they were both in VirSorter categories 3 or 6 and had VirFinder scores 608 
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above 0.7 with p-values below 0.05, and (II) annotation with the contig annotation tool 609 

(CAT) v5.1.235 was as “Viruses” or “unclassified” at the superkingdom level. After 610 

removing those with CAT classifications as Eukaryotic viruses, this resulted in a 611 

database of 45,568 phage contigs. Bacterial sequences were predicted by selecting 612 

all contigs that CAT annotated in the “Bacteria” at the superkingdom level, and 613 

removing contigs that were also found in the phage dataset. An exception was made 614 

for prophage contigs in VirSorter category 4, 5, and 6, which were left among the 615 

bacterial dataset (see “Phage-host linkage prediction”). This resulted in a total of 616 

1,579,361 bacterial contigs. The 1,624,929 bacterial and phage datasets were then 617 

concatenated and deduplicated using dedupe from BBTools v38.84 with a minimal 618 

identity cutoff of 90% (option minidentity=90). This identified 759,403 duplicates and 619 

resulted in 829,633 non-redundant bacterial sequences and 25,893 non-redundant 620 

phage sequences. While the bacterial sequences were used for host prediction (see 621 

“Phage-host linkage prediction”), we subsequently predicted open reading frames 622 

(ORFs) in phage contigs using Prodigal v2.6.284 (option -p meta). These ORFs were 623 

then used to group phage sequences in viral clusters (VCs) using vContact2 v0.9.1825. 624 

This resulted in 2,866 VCs comprising 14,433 phage contigs and 11,460 singletons 625 

and outliers, which we treated as VCs with one member. This resulted in 14,325 VCs. 626 

For a full accounting of phage contigs, see Supplementary Table 2 and 4. 627 

 628 

Read mapping and community composition 629 

 630 

For bacterial community composition, we used sequencing data targeting the V4 631 

region of the 16s rRNA gene that had been performed previously24,85. Details on ASV 632 

construction from these samples was described previously in Verhaar, et al85. As part 633 

of this previous analysis, samples with fewer than 5000 read counts had been 634 

removed, and samples had been rarified to 14932 counts per sample. 635 

 To determine phage community composition, we mapped reads from each 636 

sample to the non-redundant contig dataset using bowtie2 v2.4.086. As previously 637 

recommended27, we removed spurious read mappings at less than 90% identity using 638 

coverM filter v0.5.0 (unpublished; https://github.com/wwood/CoverM, option -min-read-639 

percent-identity 90). The number of reads per contig was calculated using samtools 640 

idxstats v1.1087. As was also recommended27, contig coverage was calculated with 641 

bedtools genomecov v2.29.288, and read counts to contigs with a coverage of less than 642 
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75% were set to zero. Read counts for each sample were finally summed per VC. All 643 

contigs were analyzed for completion with CheckV v 0.7.0-134. 644 

 645 

Ecological measures 646 

 647 

In all boxplots, we tested statistical significance using the Wilcoxon rank sum test as it 648 

is implemented in the ggpubr v0.4.0 R package (available from: https://cran.r-649 

project.org/web/packages/ggpubr/index.html). Unless stated otherwise, all plots were 650 

made using either ggpubr or the ggplot2 v3.3.2 R package (available from: 651 

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/index.html). Alpha diversity measures 652 

(observed VCs and Shannon H’ for phages and Chao1 and Shannon H’ for bacteria) 653 

were calculated using read count tables with the plot_richness function in the phyloseq 654 

R package v1.33.089. For β-diversity, we converted read counts to relative abundances 655 

using the transform function from the microbiome v1.11.2 R package. We then used 656 

the phyloseq package to calculate pairwise Bray-Curtis dissimilarities and construct a 657 

principal coordinates analysis (PCoA). Statistical significance of separation in the 658 

PCoA analysis was determined with a permutational multivariate analysis of variance 659 

(permanova) using the adonis function from the vegan R package90. For this analysis, 660 

we adjusted for smoking, sex, age, alcohol use, and metformin use. Direct correlation 661 

coefficients between richness and diversity were calculated using the stat_cor function 662 

in the ggpubr R package.   663 

 664 

Phage-host linkage prediction 665 

 666 

We predicted VC-bacterium links in three ways: (i) CRISPR protospacers, (ii) prophage 667 

similarity, and (iii) characterized phage similarity. 668 

 We predicted CRISPR arrays among the bacterial contigs using CRISPRdetect 669 

v2.491 (option array_quality_score_cutoff 3) and used these to match bacterial contigs 670 

and phage contigs. In addition, we used a dataset of 1,473,418 CRISPR spacers that 671 

had previously been predicted62,92 in genomes contained in the Pathosystems 672 

Resource Integration Center (PATRIC)93 database to match to phage contigs with 673 

spacePharer v2-fc5e66894 using standard settings and cutoffs. This process resulted 674 

in 3,727 spacer hits, of which 2,244 hits were either to PATRIC genomes or to bacterial 675 
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contigs from this study with definite CAT classifications at the phylum level 676 

(Supplementary Table 3). 677 

 To identify predicted phage contigs with high sequence similarity to prophages, 678 

we analyzed which viral clusters contained on of the 7,691 bacterial contigs with 679 

VirSorter prophage predictions in category 4 or 5. CAT was subsequently used to 680 

determine the taxonomy of bacterial contigs with prophage regions. In total, we linked 681 

1,102 VCs to prophages with this approach. 682 

 Finally, VCs were linked to bacterial hosts by vContact2 clustering with 683 

characterized phages from the viral RefSeq V85 database95 with a known host. To 684 

achieve this, we selected all VCs from the vContact2 output that contained both 685 

characterized genomes and phage contigs. If all characterized phages infected hosts 686 

within the same bacterial family, we took that to mean that the whole VC infects hosts 687 

from that family. This approach linked 44 VCs to hosts. 688 

  689 

Differential abundance analysis 690 

 691 

To determine which bacteria and VCs were differentially abundant between MetS and 692 

control subjects, we employed the analysis of composition of microbiomes with bias 693 

correction (ANCOM-BC)29. This novel method, unlike other similar methods like 694 

DeSeq2, takes into account the compositional nature of metagenomics sequencing 695 

data96. To implement this method, we applied the ANCOM-BC v1.0.2 R package to 696 

raw read count tables, as ANCOM-BC employs internal corrections for library size and 697 

sampling biases29. Significance cutoff was set at an adjusted p-value of 0.05, p-values 698 

were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg method, and all entities (bacteria 699 

taxa/VCs) that were present in more than 10% of the samples were included (options 700 

p_adj_method = "BH", zero_cut = 0.9, lib_cut = 0, struc_zero = T, neg_lb = F, tol = 1e-701 

5, max_iter = 100, alpha = 0.05). For this analysis, we adjusted for smoking, sex, age, 702 

alcohol use, and metformin use. 703 

 704 

crAss-like phages 705 

 706 

To identify crAss-like phages, we employed a methodology described earlier41. Shortly, 707 

a BLAST database was made containing all ORFs from all phage contigs (predicted 708 

before viral clustering, see “Viral and bacterial sequence selection”) using BLAST 709 
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v2.9.0+97. We then performed two BLASTp searches in this database, one with the 710 

terminase (YP_009052554.1) and one with the polymerase (YP_009052497.1) of 711 

crAssphage (NC_024711.1), with a bitscore cutoff of 50. All phage contigs that had (i) 712 

a hit against both crAssphage terminase and polymerase and a query alignment of 713 

≥350 bp, and (ii) a contig length of ≥70 kbp were considered crAss-like phages. This 714 

resulted in 146 crAss-like phage contigs, which were contained in 29 VCs.  715 

 716 

Candidatus Heliusviridae analysis 717 

To detect pairwise similarity, whole genome analyses were constructed with Easyfig 718 

v2.2.598. The prophage borders in NODE_38_length_205884_cov_102.806990 were 719 

determined by determining the read depth along the entire contig from the bam files 720 

with read mapping data (“Read mapping and community composition”) using bedtools 721 

genomecov v2.29.288 with option -bg. Resultant output was parsed and plotted in R. 722 

Other related phages among the cohort were detected by performing a BLASTp search 723 

with all phage ORFs of NODE_38_length_205884_cov_102.806990 against all phage 724 

ORFs of the cohort with Diamond v2.0.4. This identified nine genes that were present 725 

in 249 contigs. The ORFs on these contigs were annotated using PROKKA v1.14.699 726 

and InterProScan v5.48-83.0100. To identify isolated phages that share these nine 727 

contigs, we performed a BLASTp against the NCBI nr-database using the NCBI 728 

webserver101 on February 26 2021 and collected all genomes with hits against all nine 729 

genes (bit score ≥50).  730 

 The phages sharing all nine genes were clustered by analyzing them with 731 

vContact2 v0.9.1825, extracting the protein clustering data and calculating the number 732 

of shared clusters between each pair of contigs. Contigs were clustered in R based on 733 

Euclidean distances with the average agglomeration method.  734 

To build a taxonomic tree, the nine genes were separately aligned using Clustal 735 

Omega v1.2.4102, positions with more than 90% gaps were removed with trimAl 736 

v1.4.rev15103 and alignments were concatenated. From the concatenated alignment, 737 

an unrooted phylogenetic tree was built using IQ- Tree v2.0.3104 using model finder105  738 

and performing 1000 iterations of both SH-like approximate likelihood ratio test and the 739 

ultrafast bootstrap approximation (UFBoot)106. In addition, ten iterations of the tree 740 

were separately constructed, as has been recommended107 (Zhou et al., 2018) (IQ-741 

Tree options -bb 1000, -alrt 1000, and --runs 10).  742 

 743 
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Validation of Ca. Heliusviridae in other cohorts 744 

We used three additional studies to analyze prevalence of the Ca. Heliusviridae; one 745 

composing of 145 participants used to study the gut virome in type 2 diabetes11, a 746 

second containing 196 participants and used to study the gut virome in hypertension42, 747 

and a final one containing ten healthy participants studied by VLP sequencing43. Reads 748 

belonging to all studies were downloaded from the NCBI sequencing read archive 749 

(SRA) and assembled as described above. The ten-patient VLP cohort was cross-750 

assembled, while the other two cohorts were assembled separately. After assembly, 751 

ORFs were predicted using Prodigal v2.6.284. Ca. Heliusviridae members were 752 

identified by blastp using Diamond v2.0.4108 against ORFs from each study, in which 753 

the terminase, portal protein, Clp-protease, and major capsid protein of 754 

NODE_38_length_205884_cov_102.806990 were used as queries. This was done 755 

instead of all nine signature Ca. Heliusviridae genes to better allow for incomplete 756 

assemblies. Contigs containing all four genes were selected, and a concatenated 757 

alignment was made of the four head genes found in the T2D and hypertension 758 

cohorts, plus all Ca. Heliusviridae in the tree depicted in Supplementary Figure 5. 759 

These were then used to build a phylogenetic tree. The concatenated alignment and 760 

phylogenetic tree were constructed as described above under “Candidatus 761 

Heliusviridae analysis”.  762 

 763 
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Figure 1: Gut phage populations are altered in MetS. a MetS-associated decreased phage 1035 

species richness is evidenced by the number of unique VCs observed per sample. b No 1036 

change in phage pielou evenness measurements. c significantly decreased phage α-diversity 1037 

measured by Shannon diversity. d clear separation between phageomes of MetS and control 1038 

participant as shown by β-diversity depicted in a principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) of Bray-1039 

Curtis dissimilarities. Permanova test was adjusted for smoking, age, sex, alcohol use, and 1040 

metformin use. Statistical significance in A-C is according to the Wilcoxon signed rank test, 1041 

where p-values are denoted as follows: ns not significant, * ≤ 0.05, ** ≤ 0.01, *** ≤ 0.001, **** 1042 

≤ 0.0001. Box plots show the median, 25th, and 75th percentile, with upper and lower whiskers 1043 

to the 25th percentile minus and the 75th percentile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range. 1044 

 1045 

  1046 

Figure 2: Correlations between phage and bacterial populations as well as between 1047 

population measures and MetS clinical parameters. Strong correlations between a phage 1048 

richness (observed VCs) and bacterial richness (Chao1 index), as well as between b phage 1049 

and bacterial evenness (Pielou’s index), both with significant positive Spearman's rank 1050 

correlation coefficient. Both of these measures were correlated to MetS clinical parameters. 1051 
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Plotted are the Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between the five MetS risk factors and 1052 

c richness and d evenness. Points with p-values below 0.05 are colored in and labeled.  1053 

 1054 

 1055 

Figure 3: Phages infecting selected bacterial families are differentially abundant in MetS 1056 

or healthy controls. a ANCOM-BC29 analysis of VCs that infect the twelve bacterial families 1057 

to which the most VCs were linked shows significant association between Bacteroidaceae VCs 1058 

and MetS, as well as between Ruminococcaceae, Acidominacoccaceae, and Tannerellaceae 1059 

VCs and healthy controls. ANCOM-BC was adjusted for smoking, age, sex, alcohol use, and 1060 

metformin use. b relative abundance comparisons between MetS and control participants of 1061 

VCs infecting Faecalibacterium sp. CAG:74, Ruthenibacterium lactatiformans, 1062 
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Subdoligranulum sp. APC924/74. Stars denote significance according to the Wilcoxon signed 1063 

rank test, with p-values adjusted with the Benjamini and Hochberg procedure (q). * ≤ 0.05, ** 1064 

≤ 0.01, *** ≤ 0.001, **** ≤ 0.0001. Box plots show the median, 25th, and 75th percentile, with 1065 

upper and lower whiskers to the 25th percentile minus and the 75th percentile plus 1.5 times 1066 

the interquartile range. Error bars in a denote the standard error adjusted by the Benjamini-1067 

Hochberg procedure for multiple testing. 1068 

 1069 

Figure 4: Among significantly differentially abundant VCs some are related. a VCs 1070 

identified by ANCOM-BC analysis as significantly abundant (q ≤ 0.05 after implementing the 1071 

Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for multiple testing). Error bars denote ANCOM-BC-supplied 1072 

standard error. The analysis was adjusted for smoking, age, sex, alcohol use, and metformin 1073 

use. Taxonomic names to the right of the plot denote host predictions, which are colored as 1074 

follows: Firmicutes; grey, Bacteroidetes; red, Actinobacteria; green. The full taxonomies are 1075 

listed in Supplementary Tables 2 and 4. For brevity, only the ten VCs most significantly 1076 

associated with MetS (out of 38) are shown. See Supplementary table 7 for a full reckoning of 1077 

significant VCs and the full names of the two singletons. b Whole genome analysis of three 1078 

contigs that belong to VC_659_0, VC_745_0 and VC_643_0. The VC_659_0 contig is zoomed 1079 

in on the prophage region, for the entire contig, see Figure 6. The read coverage depth of this 1080 
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contig in two samples is displayed at the top, on in which the prophage is present (S194) and 1081 

one in which it is absent (S095). The nine genes shared by all Candidatus Heliusviridae are 1082 

colored red, and annotated at the bottom.  1083 

 1084 

 1085 
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Figure 5: Three VCs that are hallmarks for either MetS or healthy control phageomes 1086 

are part of the widespread Candidatus Heliusviridae family of gut phages. a heatmap and 1087 

hierarchical clustering of pairwise shared protein cluster values for 249 contigs from the current 1088 

study and 51 previously isolated phages. The line graph shows the optimal number of clusters 1089 

as determined using the NbClust R package109, and the dendrogram is cut to form six clusters. 1090 

These six clusters are labeled as alpha, beta, gamma, delta, epsilon, and zeta subfamilies. 1091 

The top row of colors beneath the dendrogram denote the differentially abundant VCs, from 1092 

left to right: VC_745_0 (red), VC_659_0 (green), and VC_643_0 (purple). The bottom colors 1093 

are according to the candidate subfamilies. b the prevalence of the Candidatus Heliusviridae 1094 

(left) and the separate candidate subfamilies (right). c the relative abundances of the candidate 1095 

subfamilies (the whole family was not significantly more abundant in either group and is thus 1096 

not depicted). q-values are denoted as follows * ≤ 0.05, ** ≤ 0.01, *** ≤ 0.001, **** ≤ 0.0001. 1097 

Box plots show the median, 25th, and 75th percentile, with upper and lower whiskers to the 25th 1098 

percentile minus and the 75th percentile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range. 1099 

 1100 

  1101 

Figure 6: VC_659_0 infects Roseburia and Blautia, and carries possible auxiliary 1102 

metabolic genes. a Whole genome alignment of three prophages contained within VC_659_0, 1103 

with pie charts denoting the top BLASTp hit of all host genes on the contigs. b and c the mean 1104 

coverage of host-derived regions in NODE_38 (b) and NODE_192 (c). Significance according 1105 

to Wilcoxon signed rank test, p-values are denoted as follows * ≤ 0.05, ** ≤ 0.01, *** ≤ 0.001, 1106 
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**** ≤ 0.0001. Box plots show the median, 25th, and 75th percentile, with upper and lower 1107 

whiskers to the 25th percentile minus and the 75th percentile plus 1.5 times the interquartile 1108 

range. 1109 

 1110 

 1111 

Supplementary Figures 1112 

 1113 

 1114 

 1115 

Supplementary Figure 1: Overview of the phageomes show more variability among 1116 

MetS participants. a Histogram of VCs by number of participants that they are found in shows 1117 

most VCs are individual-specific. The inset is the same dataset with one bar for each category 1118 

shown in the legend. b Stacked bar charts of community composition show high inter-individual 1119 

phageome diversity. Color legend is identical to (A). c Comparisons show that participants with 1120 

the highest and lowest relative abundance in each VC category all belong to the MetS group. 1121 

d MetS participants have significantly higher within-group variation, as measured by permdisp 1122 

on Bray-Curtis dissimilarities. Box plot shows the median, 25th, and 75th percentile, with upper 1123 
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and lower whiskers to the 25th percentile minus and the 75th percentile plus 1.5 times the 1124 

interquartile range. 1125 

 1126 

 1127 

Supplementary Figure 2: Differences in total phage abundance and potential temperate 1128 

phage abundance. a total phage abundance, as shown by the percentage of reads that map 1129 

to phage sequences. b significantly more reads map to bacterial contigs that contain prophage-1130 

like sequences. c no significant difference in relative abundance of VCs that carry integrase 1131 

genes. Stars denote significance according to the Wilcoxon signed rank test. * ≤ 0.05, ** ≤ 1132 

0.01, *** ≤ 0.001, **** ≤ 0.0001. Box plots show the median, 25th, and 75th percentile, with upper 1133 

and lower whiskers to the 25th percentile minus and the 75th percentile plus 1.5 times the 1134 

interquartile range. 1135 
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 1136 

Supplementary Figure 3: Gut bacterium populations are altered in MetS. a MetS-1137 

associated decreased bacterial species richness is evidenced by the Chao1 index. b 1138 

decreased bacterial pielou evenness measurements. c significantly decreased bacterial α-1139 

diversity measured by Shannon diversity. d clear separation between bacterial populations of 1140 

MetS and control participant as shown by β-diversity depicted in a principal coordinates 1141 

analysis (PCoA) of Bray-Curtis dissimilarities. Permanova test was adjusted for smoking, age, 1142 

sex, alcohol use, and metformin use. Statistical significance in A-C is according to the Wilcoxon 1143 

signed rank test, where p-values are denoted as follows: ns not significant, * ≤ 0.05, ** ≤ 0.01, 1144 

*** ≤ 0.001, **** ≤ 0.0001. Box plots show the median, 25th, and 75th percentile, with upper and 1145 

lower whiskers to the 25th percentile minus and the 75th percentile plus 1.5 times the 1146 

interquartile range. 1147 

 1148 

  1149 
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 1150 

 1151 

Supplementary Figure 4: Non-significant differences in crAss-like phage populations. a 1152 

relative abundance of crAss-like phages in controls and MetS. b the number of participants in 1153 

which crAss-like phages were present. Box plots show the median, 25th, and 75th percentile, 1154 

with upper and lower whiskers to the 25th percentile minus and the 75th percentile plus 1.5 1155 

times the interquartile range. 1156 
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 1157 

Supplementary Figure 5: ANCOM-BC analysis results of significantly differentially abundant 1158 

Ruminococcaceae ASVs. Error bars denote the standard error with Holm adjustment for 1159 

multiple testing. 1160 
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 1161 

 1162 

Supplementary Figure 6: A midpoint-rooted approximate maximum likelihood tree made 1163 

from the concatenated alignments of the nine universally shared Candidatus 1164 

Heliusviridae genes, with colors denoting the groups. Dots represent bootstrap values 1165 

of ≥95. Branch colors show contigs that belong to the three Ca. Heliusviridae VCs that 1166 

are significantly differentially abundant in either controls or MetS participants. 1167 

 1168 
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 1169 

Supplementary Figure 7: A midpoint-rooted approximate maximum likelihood tree made 1170 

from the concatenated alignments of the four structural Candidatus Heliusviridae genes 1171 

in contigs from this study and two cohorts in which the phageome was analyzed before, 1172 

with colors denoting the study. Dots represent bootstrap values of ≥95. 1173 

 1174 

 1175 

Supplementary Figure 8: Occurrence of Candidatus Heliusviridae in this study and two 1176 

validation cohorts. To circumvent incomplete assemblies, contigs were identified as 1177 

Candidatus Heliusviridae if they 1) contained the terminase, portal protein, major capsid 1178 

protein, and clp-proteas, and 2) were located in the same clade as Candidatus 1179 
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Heliusviridae from this study in the phylogenetic tree depicted in Supplementary Figure 1180 

7.  1181 
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